Home Learning Pack - Reception
Hello Reception,
Here’s some more activities to keep you busy! Please notice there is a recommended time each activity should take. Please do not
go over this time. Have a break between activities if you need one.
(20 mins) Literacy
(20 mins) Phonics
(20 mins) Maths

(10 mins) Reading

You can read a book of your choice from Bug Club.
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Phonics
Recap Phase 3 sound ch
1. Show your adult how to say and write ch. Watch Geraldine click here to help you.
2. Read and answer the yes or no questions below. Look out for your ch sound!

Are fish and chips food?
Can a chicken sit on a bed?
Can a pig chop wood?
3. Play Dragons Den click here, selecting the sounds we have
reviewed this week; ch, sh, qu, zz. Or select all Phase 3 sounds if you want to challenge yourself!

Literacy
Favourite Movie or Story
Day 4: Watch the movie or listen to the story
Today it’s time to sit down with everyone and watch the
Movie or listen to the story you have chosen. Get the
snacks ready and the seats or cushions with the seat
numbers.
After the story or movie everyone have a turn at:
- explaining which character they liked best
- saying which part of the movie or story they liked best
and why
- thinking of a different ending to the story or movie
Challenge: write a different ending to the story.
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Maths
Watch Numberblocks click here
1. Practise counting backwards from 20 to 0 until you can do it all by yourself.
2. Use the number cards 1 to 20 to play ‘What is my Number?’
To play you pick a number card without the other person seeing what the number is. You then give clues such
as this number is this number is between 11 and 13. Or this number is one more than 11. Or this number is
one less than 13. The person guessing would answer ‘12’. Then you swap over.
3. Play the game ‘Show the number’.
To play this game pick a number card without the other person seeing and then make that number using your
fingers and toes if the number is bigger than 10.
Challenge: Just like in Numberblocks practise counting in 2’s and then in 5’s and 10’s. Have 20 objects to put into
groups of 2, then four groups of 5 and then two groups of 10.

Other subjects - Optional
Expressive Art and Design
Draw some of the characters from the story or movie and
cut them out and use them to retell your favourite part of
the story or movie. If you have a box you could make a
scene from the movie or story. Here is an example:

